
Scared Straight: Copyrights & Licensing 101

Fundamentally, copyright compliance is about honoring the creators 

of our music, helping them make their living from their music so that 

they can make more of it for us.

Kristan Burkert, Portland Lesbian Choir
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Tier 1 Purchasing choral music, arranging music

Tier 2 Performing choral music

Tier 3 Recording choral music (audio or video)

Tier 4 Web or broadcast rights, synchronization… and more 

complicated rights













Tier 1 Purchasing choral music

A:  Published music – purchase from distributor

B:  Copying out of print music – purchase from distributor

C: New arrangement – secure permission from copyright holder

D:  Existing arrangement – secure permission from copyright holder 

E:  Original Manuscript – secure permission from copyright holder



A: Published music

This one is easy – BUY your music legally. One copy for every singer, 

instrumentalist, ASL interpreter, etc. 

1. Independent Music Stores

Musical Source:  http://www.musicalsource.com

Earth Songs http://earthsongschoralmusic.com

2. On-line distributors: JW Pepper  www.jwpepper.com

3. GALA Resource Center:  search “Repertoire”

Note: if you re-program music that you previous purchased and have lost 

copies or have a larger choir you must purchase additional copies. 



B: Copying Out of Print Music – or from a collection

Someone still owns the music even if it is out of print!  Get permission from the 

copyright holder!  Typically  start with the publisher to request permission. Most have 

a web page where you can request permission to print. 

Printing from a collection. Most publishers will grant this permission as long as the 

song is not already published as an octavo. 

How to get permission – look for the publisher  and/or copyright info on the score . 



B: Copying Out of Print Music – or from a collection

How to Request a License to Print Music



C:  NEW Arrangement - Requesting a license to arrange

1. Start the process 6 months before 

you want to begin rehearsing. Earlier 

if a large or complicated 

arrangement.

2. Fill out the application completely or 

your request may be delayed. 

3. Never make copies or start 

rehearsing a piece without 

permission to arrange in hand. 



What constitutes an arrangement?

An arrangement is a musical re-conceptualization of a previously composed work. 

No piece of music can be arranged without permission from the copyright holder 

unless it is in the public domain. 

Costs: Payment to the copyright holder AND payment to the arranger

How to get permission:

Alfred Music Publishing

Hal Leonard

Tresona

Call the copyright holder directly (via web, BMI, ASCAP)



Maintaining a Paper Trail

1. File your license in your music library and in your electronic files.

2. Track chorus login information and passwords for music publisher 

accounts on line.

3. Print arrangement details at the bottom of each piece of music. 

“Permission to arrange and print 30 copies granted to Very Gay 

Chorus by Lesbian Composer on 8/4/2014.”



D:  EXISTING non-published arrangement - Request a sub license

1. Start the request process at least 6 months before you want to begin 

rehearsing. Earlier if a large or complicated arrangement.

2. Never assume you can re-use an arrangement simply because another chorus 

performed it.  

Most common licensing options for requesting to re-use an arrangement. 

Alfred Music Publishing – existing sub-license

Tresona – licensing assistance especially for large works

Hal Leonard – currently negotiating sub-license options

Contact the copyright holder directly

Note: a choir or composer that arranged a piece of music cannot grant you the right 

to purchase that arrangement unless they own the copyright (which is rare). 



D:  EXISTING non-published arrangement - Request a sub license



E: Unpublished Manuscript

Negotiate payment with the copyright holder – usually the composer. 

1. Put your agreement in writing with signatures from both parties and 

keep a paper trail of your payment to the composer. 

2. Agreement should include how many copies you have purchased to print 

and may have a time-limited agreement for use. 

3. Ask the composer for permission to record their piece and be sure to get 

them a copy! More on this later. 

4. Invite the composer to rehearse with your chorus in rehearsal and be 

sure to invite them to your concert!



PS.    PDF Versions for I-pads and Tablets (a grey area)!

1. See the GALA Resource Center: search “Tablets”

2. A  PDF is like a photo copy of a song: first purchase legal copies for 

each singer in your chorus.

3. Any singer using a PDF version must delete the file after the 

rehearsal period ends (slippery slope here)!

4. When scanning music to PDF, include a disclaimer like: 

"This file is for use by current singing members of ______ (your

chorus) only. It must be deleted on or before ______ (the day after 

your last performance.)"



Which music is in the Public Domain?

Works created after January 1, 1978 will be protected for the life of the last living 

composer (author) plus 70 years. Copyrights existing prior to that date continue for 95 

years from the date copyright was originally secured. All rights can be re-assigned. 

Check the GALA Resource Center for resources on Public Domain and Royalty-Free 

Music . 

Never assume that a piece of music is in the public domain just because it is old! 



Choral Public Domain Library

The Choral Public Domain Library has over 12,750 available  scores and includes 

texts and translations.  Look for the copyright notice below before printing. 

www2.cpdl.org







Tier 1:  The risks of non-compliance…

Decide who in your chorus is responsible for ordering legal music and make 

sure they are complying.  

The chorus board is ultimately responsible.  Make sure the chorus budget 

includes sufficient funding for legal choral music.  If you are dramatically 

under-running your music budget it is not necessarily good news.  You must

follow up and find out why.

Notes: GALA choruses have been fined for non- compliance of these laws.

Buying legal music is also an important way to support composers and artists. 



Tier 1 Purchasing choral music, arranging music

Tier 2 Performing choral music

Tier 3 Recording choral music (audio or video)

Tier 4 Web or broadcast rights, synchronization… and more 

complicated rights



Every chorus is also responsible to pay license fees for each performance 

that you produce. Most choirs pay an annual blanket fee which covers  

these licenses. 

BMI: Broadcast Music, Inc (US choirs)

ASCAP: American Society of Composer, Authors and Publishers (US Choirs)

SOCAN: Supports licensing for Canadian and international composers and 

publishers

Board members need to ask if their chorus has licenses in place with 

ASCAP and BMI and if the quarterly reports and payments are current.

Tier 2 Performing choral music







Tier 1 Purchasing choral music, arranging music

Tier 2 Performing choral music

Tier 3 Recording choral music (audio or video)

Tier 4 Web or broadcast rights, synchronization… and more 

complicated rights



If you record and distribute recordings of copyrighted songs you must 

obtain a mechanical license. 

1. Harry Fox offers an on-line SongFile that may used if you are 

producing 2500 or fewer copies of a recording.

2. Alfred Music: www.alfred.com/Licensing.aspx

3. Request a mechanical license directly from the copyright holder. 

4. Tresona www.tresonamultimedia.com

• Tresona can assist with securing mechanical licenses.

• You may sell your recordings for download through Tresona who  

will get your recordings out on web distributors such as CD Baby and 

Amazon.

Tier 3 Recording choral music



Requesting a Mechanical License



Requesting a Mechanical License



The statutory mechanical royalty rate 

for physical recordings (such as CDs) 

and permanent digital downloads:

9.10 Cents per copy for songs 5 min or 

less

or 1.75 Cents per minute for 

songs over 5 minutes.

Harry Fox  SongFile – for imprints of 2,500 or fewer





Recording choral music – Grey areas

1. “Archive” recordings of concerts.

2. Distribution of concert recordings to singers vs the public.

3. Rehearsal Tracks



Tier 1 Purchasing choral music, arranging music

Tier 2 Performing choral music

Tier 3 Recording choral music (audio or video)

Tier 4 Web or broadcast rights, synchronization…

and more complicated rights



Synchronization (“synch”) rights are the rights to include a 

composition in an audio-visual work such as You Tube videos.  

Want to post your concerts or individual songs on YouTube? 

Typically, the song publisher grants synch licenses.

You may include samples of copyrighted music on your website as 

long as the sound excerpt is 30 seconds or fewer.

Tier 4 Web or broadcast rights, synchronization



GALA Resource Center: Search “Copyright”



Questions and Discussion





Questions?  Contact

Robin Godfrey, Executive Director

ExecutiveDirector@GalaChoruses.org

Jane Ramseyer Miller, Artistic Director

for question about Festival programming 

AD@GalaChoruses.org


